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Abstract
Suicide is a major public health crisis. With001
more than 20,000,000 suicide attempts each002
year, the early detection of suicidal intent has003
the potential to save hundreds of thousands of004
lives. Traditional mental health screening meth-005
ods are time-consuming, costly, and often in-006
accessible to disadvantaged populations; on-007
line detection of suicidal intent using machine008
learning offers a viable alternative. Here we009
present Robin, the largest non-keyword gen-010
erated suicidal corpus to date, consisting of011
over 1.1 million online forum postings. In012
addition to its unprecedented size, Robin is013
specially constructed to include various cate-014
gories of suicidal text, such as suicide bereave-015
ment and flippant references, better enabling016
models trained on Robin to learn the subtle017
nuances of text expressing suicidal ideation.018
Experimental results achieve state-of-the-art019
performance for the classification of suicidal020
text, both with traditional methods like lo-021
gistic regression (F1=0.85), as well as with022
large scale pre-trained language models like023
BERT (F1=0.92). Finally, we release the Robin024
dataset publicly as a machine learning resource025
with the potential to drive the next generation026
of suicidal sentiment research.027

1 Introduction028

In 2017 alone, approximately 800,000 people died029

from suicide globally (NIMH, 2021). Suicide has030

become an epidemic–within the United States, it031

now ranks as the second leading cause of death for032

those aged 10 to 34 and the tenth leading cause of033

death overall (NIMH, 2021). Since 75% of those034

that commit suicide were not known to have a men-035

tal health condition in the four weeks preceding036

their death, early identification of risk factors has037

the potential to save hundreds of thousands of lives038

each year; suicide prevention interventions offer039

a statistically significant improvement in patient040

outcomes (Ahmedani et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2019).041

Unfortunately, current screening methods are time042

consuming and costly, requiring trained medical 043

professionals. To complicate matters further, there 044

is a severe mental healthcare shortage in the United 045

States, with experts estimating that the current num- 046

ber of mental healthcare professionals must nearly 047

quadruple to meet demand (KFF, 2020). 048

The rise of social media may offer a solution. 049

Through social media, billions of users disseminate 050

self-writing on a daily basis. The primary users of 051

social media–young people–are those at greatest 052

risk for suicide. However, applying natural lan- 053

guage processing for online screening is no easy 054

task; signs of suicidal ideation in self-writing can 055

be subtle and are often incredibly nuanced. Flip- 056

pant references to suicide are common and seman- 057

tically similar to genuine ideation, complicating 058

matters even further. 059

In order to build robust machine learning models 060

that can accurately detect suicidal sentiment online, 061

large, comprehensive datasets of suicidal text are 062

essential. Previous works have used datasets that 063

are lacking in size or generated using simple tech- 064

niques such as keywords (Shing et al., 2018; Roy 065

et al., 2020; Sinha et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; 066

Ji et al., 2018). At this time, to the best of our 067

knowledge, there is no publicly available corpus 068

of suicidal text that offers the breadth and scale 069

needed to drive further natural language processing 070

research in this problem. 071

In this paper, we present a novel suicidal text cor- 072

pus called Robin. Robin consists of over 1.1 mil- 073

lion scraped social media posts, roughly 220,000 of 074

which express suicidal intent; for comparison, this 075

number is nearly two orders of magnitude higher 076

than previous datasets that were not generated us- 077

ing keywords. Additionally, Robin was specifically 078

curated to reflect the various categories of suici- 079

dal language, such as flippant references to suicide 080

and suicide bereavement; human validation demon- 081

strated high inter-annotator agreement and highly 082

accurate labeling within the dataset. As a proof 083
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of concept, both traditional models, such as logis-084

tic regression, and large scale pre-trained language085

models, such as BERT, achieved state-of-the-art086

performance for the classification of suicidal text087

when trained using the Robin dataset. These re-088

sults demonstrate the potential to drive the next089

generation of and natural language processing re-090

search in the detection of suicidal sentiment online,091

a problem with massive implications for society.092

2 Related Work093

Research on Suicidal Sentiment Online Past094

psychological research has presented methods of095

understanding and classifying suicidal sentiment.096

Ellis (1988) describes four categories or ’dimen-097

sions’ of suicidcal phenomena: descriptive, situa-098

tional, psychological/behavioral, and teleological.099

Researchers Burnap et al. (2015) present a se-100

ries of expert-developed categories which repre-101

sent common forms of communication on the topic102

of suicide. These include ’Evidence of Possible103

Suicidal Intent’, ’Campaigning’, ’Flippant Refer-104

ence’, ’Information or Support’, ’Memorial or Con-105

dolence’, and ’Reporting of Suicide’. The breadth106

of these categories has proved to provide a chal-107

lenge for understanding online suicidal sentiment.108

Machine Learning for Mental Healthcare and109

PSPO Psychiatry has long been explored as a110

powerful avenue for the application of machine111

learning techniques. Srividya et al. (2018) and112

Durstewitz et al. (2019) provide surveys of some113

of the applications of machine learning and deep114

neural networks (DNN)s in psychiatry, which in-115

clude the diagnosis and prognosis of neuroimaging116

data, and predictions on patient health data in large117

datasets. Durstewitz et al. (2019) also points out118

that one of the challenges in applied deep learn-119

ing (DL) to psychiatry is that datasets are often120

very small, and that in this domain data is usually121

very high dimensional relative to the typical sample122

sizes collected in neuroscientific studies.123

Suicide notes, often studied via applied machine124

learning techniques, have been a major research125

subject as well (Huang et al., 2007; Spasić et al.,126

2012; Pestian et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Li-127

akata et al., 2012; Desmet and Hoste, 2013; Ghosh128

et al., 2021). However, the most actionable data129

would come from those who have expressed suici-130

dal ideation but have not yet committed suicide.131

Among many researchers investigating the appli-132

cation of machine learning to suicidal ideation, Liu133

et al. (2019) outlines a new paradigm of applied 134

psychiatry called “Proactive Suicide Prevention On- 135

line” (PSPO). PSPO outlines a paradigm where 136

machine learning models identify online users who 137

express suicidal sentiment, and support is provided 138

to them directly. Their results were promising but 139

limited to Chinese internet users. 140

Existing Suicidal Text Datasets Many pre- 141

existing suicidal corpora use heuristics to approx- 142

imate clinical truth, such as the content that users 143

choose to post on social media. Twitter is a com- 144

mon source of suicidal text, with researchers Bur- 145

nap et al. (2015); Ji et al. (2018); Roy et al. (2020); 146

Sarsam et al. (2021); Kumar et al. (2020); Sinha 147

et al. (2019) creating Twitter corpora ranging in 148

size from a few hundred to a few million tweets. 149

Due to the nature of the Twitter API, all of these 150

datasets are generated by querying for keywords 151

that the researchers have determined are related to 152

suicide topics. As a result, models trained on these 153

datasets perform extremely well in classification 154

tasks, as the tweets which are suicidal contain pre- 155

selected keywords, which are easily discernible by 156

machine learning models. Further, the terms of 157

the Twitter API means that it is impossible for re- 158

searchers to share their datasets, so every researcher 159

attempting to investigate suicidal sentiment data 160

must regenerate their own dataset (twi, 2020). 161

Other researchers have have tried compiling sur- 162

vey data to determine risk of suicide (Srividya et al., 163

2018; Nobles et al., 2018; Majumder et al., 2021). 164

This approach often coincides with high quality 165

annotation and validation, as these surveys are con- 166

ducted by clinical psychologists who are experi- 167

enced with suicidal risk. Still, it is challenging for 168

these types of datasets to reach a scale where ma- 169

chine learning techniques can perform effectively. 170

A third approach is to compile posts from online 171

forums dedicated to suicidal topics. Researchers 172

in (Ji et al., 2018; Tadesse et al., 2020; Liu et al., 173

2019; Cheng et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2019; Shing 174

et al., 2018; Falcone et al., 2020) have taken this ap- 175

proach. Ji et al. (2018) compiled a notable dataset 176

of 7201 total posts, with 3549 suicidal posts orig- 177

inating from a forum dedicated to expressing sui- 178

cidal sentiment, /r/SuicideWatch. This approach 179

uses the source of the data to label whether or not 180

the data is suicidal. This is advantageous when 181

compared to approaches which use keywords relat- 182

ing to suicide ideation, as it does not introduce any 183

biases or pre-conceptions that the authors compil- 184
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ing the dataset may have towards what constitutes185

suicidal sentiment. In a work using data collection186

methods similar to those presented in this paper,187

Shing et al. (2018) compiled a dataset of 11,129188

Reddit users who had posted in /r/SuicideWatch at189

least once and randomly sampled 934 from them to190

form a time-series dataset of posts; support vector191

machine models trained on this dataset achieved an192

F1-score of 0.66 in the binary classification task.193

3 The Robin Dataset194

3.1 Collection and Preprocessing195

The Robin dataset is a suicidal text corpus designed196

to offer state-of-the-art breadth and scale, with the197

intention of enabling next-generation suicide pre-198

vention machine learning models. With this in199

mind, the dataset consists of 1,104,711 online posts,200

collected from a variety of subreddits from the so-201

cial media website Reddit.com. PushShift is an202

open source API which allows users of the API203

to powerfully search and aggregate submissions204

and comments from Reddit. PushShift was used205

to greatly reduce the collection time of the Robin206

dataset Baumgartner et al. (2020).207

Constructing a dataset using data from Reddit208

brings numerous benefits. First, outside of a few on-209

line acronyms, posts on Reddit have relatively few210

structures in place that differ from those commonly211

employed in the English language at large. As a212

result, the Robin dataset can be used for the ma-213

chine learning detection of suicidal content, rather214

than suicidal content limited to a single platform.215

Datasets constructed using other platforms, such216

as Twitter often contain artificially shortened self-217

writing and website-specific acronyms and abbre-218

viations; consequently, they may struggle to gener-219

alize to the typical English employed on websites220

like Facebook and Reddit. All Reddit posts are221

publicly available, which makes scraping them rel-222

atively easy compared to websites where profiles223

may be private, such as Facebook or Instagram.224

Reddit is divided into countless subreddits,225

which are individual online communities where226

users post about specific topics. We curated data227

from several subreddits, with an underlying ratio-228

nale for each. Suicidal posts make up 20% of the229

dataset and were sourced from the subreddit Sui-230

cideWatch, which allows users to post a cry for help231

when they are feeling suicidal thoughts. We oper-232

ate under the assumption of self-labeling, assum-233

ing that all posts on SuicideWatch are expressing234

suicidal ideation or sentiment; human annotation 235

later on demonstrates that this is a quite reason- 236

able assumption. We included 13 additional sub- 237

reddits, each specifically selected to either offer 238

an additional category of suicidal text or to pro- 239

vide general, non-suicidal text. Suicidal text is 240

nuanced and spans a range of categories, only one 241

of which–suicidal ideation–is cause for concern. 242

Incorporating these additional categories, like sui- 243

cide bereavement, allows models using Robin to 244

train on common false positives. The categories of 245

suicidal text included in Robin and their subreddit 246

sources are described in detail in Table 1. 247

Robin was constructed using the web API ser- 248

vice PushShift, which allows users to query specific 249

subreddits and download available posts from as 250

early as the beginning of 2019. For each post, we 251

collected the title, body, subreddit, length, and iden- 252

tifying id. The specific breakout of the dataset by 253

subreddit is shown in Table 2. 254

Relatively little pre-processing was needed. 255

First, the title and body were concatenated to cre- 256

ate a single unit of text; this was done to make the 257

corpus platform-agnostic, as many platforms do 258

not have post titles. Then, each post was assigned 259

a suicidal/non-suicidal label, and the reddit post 260

IDs were replaced with dataset-specific identifiers. 261

Finally, we removed subreddit-specific features not 262

reflecting the syntax of plain English. This was 263

necessary for the subreddit tifu, in which the body 264

of posts always begins with the token TIFU. 265

3.2 Dataset De-Identification 266

Whenever handling mental health data, it is of the 267

utmost importance that adequate steps have been 268

taken to ensure anonymity and privacy. Although 269

Reddit usernames are rarely self-identifying, we 270

made the decision not to include them as a fea- 271

ture in the dataset given the sensitive nature of this 272

work. However, while the posts were being scraped, 273

we tracked the number of unique authors on each 274

subreddit. Additionally, each Reddit-specific post 275

identifier was replaced with a dataset-specific post 276

identifier, creating an additional barrier separating 277

the scraped posts in Robin from their online Red- 278

dit versions. It’s worth noting that these posts are 279

publicly available online. Still, we took the afore- 280

mentioned steps to ensure that they are anonymized 281

in the context of the Robin dataset. All scraping 282

and post collection was done in compliance with 283

the Reddit Terms of Service and Conditions. 284
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Suicidal
Category

Subreddit Source(s) Explanation

Ideation SuicideWatch Suicidal ideation describes the feeling or desire of wanting
to commit suicide; all ideation posts were sourced from
SuicideWatch. Users post on SuicideWatch as a cry for help
when they are at risk of suicide; thus, these posts indicate
suicidal ideation.

Flippant TIFU, CasualConversa-
tion, self, teenagers

Flippant references to suicide employ suicidal language for
a rhetorical or emphatic effect but do not express genuine
suicidal intent.

Bereavement SuicideBereavement Suicide bereavement expresses grief related to another per-
son’s death from suicide, but these posts themselves do not
express genuine suicidal intent.

Support CasualConversation,
self, teenagers

These posts express support for those affected by or expe-
riencing suicidal thoughts, but these posts do not express
suicidal intent themselves.

Awareness MensRights, Casual-
Conversation

These posts are intended to raise awareness for the issue
of suicide, but they do not express genuine suicidal intent
themselves.

News SuicideBereavement,
CasualConversation

These posts record public suicides, such as celebrity sui-
cides, but they do not express genuine suicidal intent them-
selves.

Table 1: Robin includes six categories of suicidal text, only one of which expresses genuine suicidal ideation. Note
that each subreddit may contain posts spanning several categories of suicidal text. Additionally, if a subreddit is
listed, it does not imply that all posts from that subreddit (with the exception of SuicideWatch) necessarily fall into
any given suicidal category.

Subreddit Label Posts Percentage Authors Mean Length
books 0 7,155 0.65 6,094 788
casualconversation 0 220,384 19.95 83,982 503
jokes 0 7,155 0.65 4,832 156
mensrights 0 37,140 3.36 15,285 1,202
politicaldiscussion 0 40,675 3.68 14,906 795
relationships 0 110,471 10.00 78,422 2,385
self 0 151,420 13.71 65,109 1,006
showerthoughts 0 71,555 0.65 5,364 12
suicidebereavement 0 3,305 0.30 2,044 1,283
suicidewatch 1 220,941 20.00 116,995 949
teenagers 0 110,470 10.00 30,651 206
television 0 7,155 0.65 4,890 556
tifu 0 166,972 15.11 110,493 1,587
truegaming 0 14,313 1.30 7,487 1,526
total N/A 1,104,711 100.00 N/A 1,030

Table 2: Robin is made up of data from 14 subreddits, totalling approximately 1.1 million posts. Note that the
“Percentage” column refers to how much of the Robin dataset each subreddit accounts for. Additionally, the mean
length column refers to the mean number of characters per post.
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3.3 Annotation and Validation285

Data labeling was conducted under the assumption286

that all posts on SuicideWatch are suicidal and all287

posts from the other subreddits are non-suicidal. In288

order to assess our quality of labeling, we randomly289

selected 1000 posts from the dataset for human290

annotation with an even split of 500 suicidal and291

500 non-suicidal. Each post was annotated by five292

annotators using Amazon’s MTurk service, with293

a fee of $0.03 per post (corresponding to a wage294

of around $18 per hour). Annotators were given295

the following prompt: ‘Is the author of this social296

media post suicidal?’. Since each post is labeled297

by five annotators, we select the label with the298

majority of votes, with no chance of a tie. Each299

post was labeled by five annotators, but these may300

not be the same five annotators for each post.301

Of the 500 posts labeled as suicidal in the sam-302

ple, a majority of annotators classified 398 as sui-303

cidal and 102 as non-suicidal. Of the 500 posts304

labeled as non-suicidal in the sample, a majority of305

annotators classified 487 as non-suicidal and 13 as306

suicidal. These results yield an annotator F1-score307

of 0.87 and accuracy of 0.89, indicating fairly close308

agreement between our labeling and the annota-309

tor labeling. Additionally, there was considerable310

inter-annotator agreement, with an average Fleiss’311

Kappa of 0.78. If anything, these labeling results312

indicate that Robin is overly biased in labeling con-313

tent as suicidal. That said, false positives on this314

problem are far less impactful than false negatives.315

While, on the one hand, this can be used as vali-316

dation for our existing labeling, on the other hand,317

it can also be used to assess the performance of318

untrained humans on this task, assuming that our319

original labeling was accurate. This is probably not320

a perfectly true assumption, but it can offer insight321

nonetheless. Some of the suicidal posts that were322

labeled as non-suicidal by the annotators can well323

be seen as suicidal given the correct context; posts324

where annotators disagreed with our labeling are325

presented in Tables C1 and C2, Appendix C.326

3.4 Linguistic Analysis327

We conducted an extensive linguistic analysis of328

the Robin dataset, examining the most common329

bigrams and trigrams in each subreddit, as well as330

the frequency of suicidal terms. These results are331

discussed in detail in Appendix B, with the most332

common unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams from333

/r/SuicideWatch presented in Table B1.334

We also conducted a t-SNE dimensionality re- 335

duction to visualize a random sample of 5,000 posts 336

from our dataset to better understand the structure 337

of our data. We used TF-IDF vectorization for 338

this subset of the data. Figure 1 shows that the 339

lexical content of the suicidal data tends to have 340

some distance from other types of posts, but is scat- 341

tered throughout the visualization. This suggests 342

that a purely lexical model may not be adequate to 343

distinguish suicidal from non-suicidal text. 344

t-SNE Projec�on of 5,000 Randomly Sampled Posts

i id l

Figure 1: This t-SNE projection indicates that there ex-
ists some distance between suicidal and non-suicidal
text in its original dimensionality; however, the scatter-
ing of suicidal text demonstrates that the classification
task is non-trivial when keyword-bias is removed.

3.5 Comparisons to Selected Prior Work 345

We present a brief overview of notable previously 346

published datasets in Table 3. 347

Shing et al. (2018) presented a corpus which con- 348

tained a time-series of posts for 1868 Reddit users. 349

They constructed their corpus by finding 11,129 350

users which had posted at least once in Suicide- 351

Watch and had at least 10 Reddit posts between 352

January 1, 2008 and August 31, 2015. Then, they 353

randomly sampled 1,097 users from this. Of the 354

1,097, they were able to successfully annotate the 355

posts of 934 users. To form the overall dataset, 356

they included an equal number of control users 357

who were not suicidal. Although this dataset uses 358

a similar data collection methodology to ours, the 359

size of the corpus they present is over an order 360

of magnitude smaller than ours. Further, they ex- 361

cluded all users with less than 10 posts. Users on 362

SuicideWatch often create a new account which 363

they intend to use once to post on SuicideWatch. 364
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Paper Pre-
sented

Source Size Validation Notes

Shing et al.
(2018)

Reddit 1,868
users

Partial expert annotation
(26.2%), crowd-sourced
annotation

Every post of users who had
posted in SuicideWatch was
collected and labelled suicidal

Roy et al.
(2020)

Twitter 7,223,922
tweets

Tweets matching specific
phrases

No human annotation, gener-
ated by querying for keywords

Sinha et al.
(2019)

Twitter 34,306
tweets

Tweets matching key-
word search

Keywords generated by analyz-
ing SuicideWatch

Liu et al.
(2019)

Sina
Weibo

12,786
posts

Annotation by psychol-
ogy post-grads

Posts collected from a wall of
an influential micro-blogger
who commited suicide

Ji et al.
(2018)

Reddit,
Twit-
ter

7,201
posts,
10,288
tweets

Researcher annotated
with rule ‘expressing
suicidal thoughts’

Reddit posts collected from
SuicideWatch, tweets collected
with keywords

This Paper Reddit 1,104,711
posts

Observed user behavior,
crowdsourced annotation

Dataset is composed based on
subreddits from which posts
originate

Table 3: A comparison of notable suicidal datasets.

Omitting this type of post leaves the corpus with365

an incomplete picture of suicide ideation.366

Roy et al. (2020), Sinha et al. (2019) both gen-367

erated datasets via the Twitter API. The Twitter368

API only allows users to collect tweets that match369

specified search queries. As a result, these datasets370

only captured tweets which contain semantically371

obvious suicidal intent, i.e. “I am thinking about372

killing myself.” This approach is flawed for two373

reasons. First, there is an inclusion bias against374

tweets which express suicidal ideation but do not375

contain obvious keywords like ‘suicide’ and ‘die’.376

Second, selecting Tweets by keywords alone over-377

simplifies the problem of suicidal sentiment classi-378

fication (allowing bag-of-words models to excel by379

virtue of how the dataset is constructed) and injects380

a major bias for what constitutes suicidal text.381

We want to emphasize that there is a dearth of382

comparable corpora that are publicly available. We383

emailed authors of related work for dataset access,384

and no emails were returned. We believe this fur-385

ther highlights the need for the Robin corpus: note386

that the Robin dataset is freely and publicly avail-387

able under the Creative Commons BY 4.0 license.388

It is available for download at REDACTED (for389

review, we have submitted 100 data points).390

The authors are aware of and acknowledge sev-391

eral limitations in our dataset compared to other392

work. Although our validation achieved high inter-393

annotator agreement, our annotators were online 394

workers based in the United States, not experts. 395

The size of the dataset meant that the 1,000 posts 396

which were randomly sampled to be validated com- 397

prise a small fraction of the total dataset. Finally, 398

our data originates from anonymous Reddit post- 399

ings. This introduces bias in the demographics for 400

which our model is finely tuned towards the male, 401

English-speaking demographic group with which 402

Reddit is associated (Tigunova et al., 2020). 403

4 Benchmarking 404

4.1 Overview and Methods 405

Although researchers are increasingly emphasizing 406

deep learning techniques, traditional machine learn- 407

ing techniques such as logistic regression still offer 408

impressive performance for many tasks. To this 409

end, we examined a breadth of traditional learning 410

methods to establish a comparative benchmark for 411

subsequent deep learning approaches. We trained 412

the following models: logistic regression, linear 413

support vector machines, complement and multi- 414

nomial Naive Bayes, random forest, and XGBoost. 415

Each model was hyperparameter tuned using F1- 416

score and cross-validated on five folds of data. Hy- 417

perparameter tuning grids were relatively coarse, 418

especially for tree-based approaches such as ran- 419

dom forest and XGBoost, due to environmental and 420

computational concerns (Appendix A). 421
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Figure 2: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall Curves for logistic regression and fine-
tuned BERT models trained on the Robin dataset.

Each traditional learning model was paired with422

six different vectorization approaches, with hy-423

perparameter tuning happening for all six pairs.424

The six vectorization approaches used were uni-425

grams, bigrams, and unigrams and bigrams; each426

was used with either bag-of-words vectorization427

or a term frequency-inverse document frequency428

(TF-IDF) transformation. For traditional machine429

learning approaches, we performed vectorization430

within each fold. Additionally, all standard English431

stop words were removed, and the vocabulary was432

capped at 20,000 unique words.433

Once all traditional models were adequately434

tuned, the best model was selected for further anal-435

ysis based on F1-score. In this additional analysis,436

we benchmarked the model using several additional437

metrics, measured subreddit-specific performance,438

generated receiver operating characteristic (ROC)439

and precision-recall curves, and examined linguis-440

tic markers by measuring the feature importance441

embedded within the model.442

We also applied the BERT transformer model443

(Devlin et al., 2018). BERT pre-trained models444

can be fine-tuned to specific tasks, allowing for445

noteworthy performance on particular objectives446

while remaining context-aware due to BERT’s ex-447

tensive pre-training on BooksCorpus and English448

Wikipedia. Our results use a fine-tuned pre-trained449

BERT model (’bert-base-uncased’), implemented450

in the library Transformers by HuggingFaces, with451

a 768-node fully connected classification and soft-452

max layer appended onto the end (Wolf et al., 2020).453

We truncated posts to 512 tokens, and padded any454

posts which were shorter than this length to meet 455

the formatting requirements of BERT. We used a 456

tokenizer from Transformers to pre-process the text 457

to a BERT-specific format, and used the popular 458

Adam Optimizer for our training (Kingma and Ba, 459

2014). We trained BERT on several subsets of our 460

dataset and continued to see an increase in perfor- 461

mance as the size of the dataset we used continued 462

to grow. When initially fine-tuning BERT, we tried 463

a learning rate of 0.01, which quickly led to over- 464

fitting. We finalized with a learning rate of 5 · 10−6 465

and batch size of 10 over a single training epoch. 466

Due to computational constraints when benchmark- 467

ing BERT’s performance, we did not use cross 468

validation and used no tuning besides learning rate, 469

whereas we used five-fold nested cross validation 470

for traditional machine learning techniques. For 471

traditional machine learning approaches, we per- 472

formed vectorization within each fold. We split our 473

dataset into an 80-20 train-test split for traditional 474

machine learning and for BERT. The random seed 475

we used for model training was 42. 476

4.2 Traditional Machine Learning 477

Classification 478

After hyperparameter tuning, the best-performing 479

model was logistic regression paired with TF-IDF 480

vectorization of unigrams and bigrams; this archi- 481

tecture yielded an F1-score of 0.85 (±0.002) when 482

tested on approximately 200,000 unseen posts. 483

Other techniques also offered noteworthy perfor- 484

mance, with even the worst-performing model 485

achieving an F1-score of 0.73 (±0.001). 486
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Beyond F1-score, the logistic regression model487

achieved a precision of 0.89, recall of 0.82, ac-488

curacy of 0.94, and Matthews’ Correlation Coef-489

ficient (MCC) of 0.82. The model cumulatively490

classified 861,092 true negatives, 180,191 true pos-491

itives, 22,670 false positives, and 40,747 false neg-492

atives across all of the cross-validation folds. The493

ROC and Precision-Recall curves demonstrate the494

model’s excellent capability in distinguishing be-495

tween classes, achieving AUCs of 0.98 (±0.000)496

and 0.92 (±0.000) respectively (Figure 2).497

We also examined the linguistic markers of the498

logistic regression model by charting the fifteen499

most strongly weighted features as determined500

by coefficient magnitudes in Appendix Table B1.501

While some terms, such as ‘suicidal’ and ‘kill’ are502

obvious linguistic markers, others, such as ‘any-503

more’ and ‘goodbye’ are far more subtle. Many504

of these terms may not indicate suicidal ideation505

depending upon the context, emphasizing potential506

shortcomings of such naive language models.507

4.3 Large Scale Language Model508

Classification509

As expected, BERT was able to learn the nuances510

of suicidal text and outperformed the traditional511

methods in every measured metric. When eval-512

uated on roughly 200,000 test posts, the model513

classified 36,939 suicidal posts as suicidal, 3,288514

suicidal posts as non-suicidal, 156,440 non-suicidal515

posts as non-suicidal, and 3,332 non-suicidal posts516

as suicidal, achieving an F1-score of 0.92, preci-517

sion of 0.92, recall of 0.92, accuracy of 0.97, and518

Matthews’ Correlation Coefficient (MCC) of 0.90.519

BERT also outperformed traditional models with520

respect to receiver operating characteristic (ROC)521

and precision-recall curves, achieving AUCs of522

0.99 and 0.97 respectively (Figure 2). BERT also523

fared better with differentiating between suicidal524

ideation and bereavement; BERT classified 30% of525

bereavement posts as suicidal, whereas logistic re-526

gression classified 39% as suicidal (See Appendix527

A, Table A1 for subreddit-specific results).528

5 Discussion529

When trained on the Robin dataset, both traditional530

machine learning and large scale pre-trained lan-531

guage models offer state-of-the-art performance on532

the suicidal ideation detection task. It’s worth not-533

ing that an instrumental component of achieving534

this performance was the size of the Robin dataset.535

As demonstrated in Figure 3, models trained on 536

more data offered reliably better performance for 537

both approaches; this demonstrates the importance 538

and contribution of having such a large dataset. In 539

the context of suicidal ideation, marginal increases 540

in performance can result many additional lives 541

each year saved through proactive intervention. 542
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Effect of Training Data Set Size on Model Performance

BERT
Logistic Regression

Figure 3: Both BERT and logistic regression achieve
better performance when trained on more data.

In addition to providing language models with 543

a far more nuanced understanding of suicidal text, 544

our dataset presents several other opportunities for 545

further exploration. Robin has the potential to fur- 546

ther psychological research into suicidal text online, 547

an area of psychiatry which has thus far received 548

disproportionately less attention than real-world 549

incidences. The dataset could also be used to help 550

train human annotators and clinicians who may 551

have limited exposure to online suicidal ideation. 552

We hope that Robin is used by the NLP community 553

to power future online suicide prevention. 554

6 Conclusion 555

We presented the Robin dataset, a novel suici- 556

dal text corpus with noteworthy breadth and scale. 557

Sourced from Reddit, Robin includes over 1.1 mil- 558

lion posts and numerous categories of suicidal text, 559

ranging from suicide bereavement to suicide aware- 560

ness. These categories are intended to facilitate 561

a better understanding of suicidal text by trained 562

models. We demonstrated that Robin can be used to 563

develop state-of-the-art suicidal sentiment classifi- 564

cation models via both traditional machine learning 565

and large scale pre-trained language models. This 566

work marks a substantial step forward in the de- 567

velopment of massive publicly available suicidal 568

text datasets, as well as for highly accurate suicidal 569

sentiment classification models. 570
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7 Ethical Considerations571

This paper requires ethical considerations on two572

fronts: the dataset itself, as well as the develop-573

ment and deployment of suicidal sentiment classi-574

fication models. As discussed in the body of the575

paper, numerous efforts were made to maintain576

high ethical standards in the development of the577

Robin dataset. The corpus is anonymized and all578

Reddit post IDs were replaced with dataset-specific579

identifiers. It’s also worth noting that the demo-580

graphics of Reddit do not necessarily match those581

of the population at large. As a result, careful at-582

tention must be paid with respect to classification583

models, as performance may vary widely across dif-584

ferent demographics. Additionally, mental health585

is oftentimes a sensitive subject, and it is of the ut-586

most importance that any deployed models respect587

individual privacy and confidentiality. Based on588

our calculations and MTurk data, it took an aver-589

age of approximately 10 seconds to annotate a post.590

Based on our payment per post, this converted to591

an hourly rate above U.S. federal and local state592

minimum wages.593

To work with BERT, we rented a single Nvidia594

V100 GPU located in Northern Europe for a total of595

35 hours. Based on efficiency data and quantifica-596

tion metrics presented in Lacoste et al. (2019), the597

estimated carbon output of this research amounted598

to approximately 0.53 kg CO2 equivalent. It is599

important for researchers to be conscious of the600

environmental impact of their research.601
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A Extended Benchmarking Methods and759

Results760

As specified in the body of the paper, we trained a761

variety of traditional machine learning models to762

benchmark results on the classification task for this763

dataset. All models were hyperparameter tuned via764

a grid search that also included six data pipelines:765

we used three tokenizers (unigrams, bigrams, un-766

igrams and bigrams) with two vectorizers (bag of767

words, TF-IDF). Each model was trained in sci-kit768

learn with 5 cross validation folds using the entire769

dataset.770

Our LinearSVC models were trained with reg-771

ularization parameters (C) of [0.1, 1, 10, 100], a772

stopping tolerence of 1 · 10−3, and with attempts773

for both the dual and primal optimizaiton problem.774

We achieved our best results, an F1-Score of 0.85,775

when we used LSVC with C = 0.1, primal opti-776

mization, and unigrams and bigrams tokenization777

with TF-IDF vectorization.778

Both our complement and multinomial Naive779

Bayes models had no tuning. We achieved an F1-780

Score of 0.811 with multinomial naive Bayes when781

combined with unigrams and bigrams using bag of782

words vectorization. We achieved an F1-Score of783

0.805 with complement naive Bayes when com-784

bined with unigrams and bigrams using bag of785

words vectorization.786

Our logistic regression model also had no tuning,787

using scikit-learn default parameters. We achieved788

an F1-Score of 0.85 when the model was combined789

with unigrams and bigrams using bag of words790

vectorization.791

Our random forest models were tuned with max792

depth parameters of [5, 6, 8, 10] and numbers of793

estimators in the range of [50, 100, 250]. Our794

best results were with a max depth of 8 and 250795

estimators, with which we achieved an F1-score of796

0.729 when we combined this model with unigrams797

and bag of words vectorization.798

Finally, we trained XGBoost with learning rates799

of [0.10, 0.30, 0.50], max depths of [3, 5, 7], mini-800

mum child weights of [1, 3, 5], a gamma of 0.0, a801

colsample_bytree of 1.0, and numbers of estimators802

in the range [50, 100, 200]. We achieved our best803

results with a learning rate of 0.30, a max depth804

of 7, a minimum child weight of 1, a gamma of805

0.0, a colsample_bytree of 1.0, and 200 estimators.806

With these parameters, we were able to achieve an807

F1-Score of 0.814 when we combined this model808

with unigrams and TF-IDF vectorization.809

Figure B1 demonstrates the feature importance 810

of our logistic regression model as determined 811

by parameter coefficients. Additionally, Table A1 812

demonstrates the percentage of each subreddit that 813

was classified as suicidal by the logistic regression 814

model, as well as the finetuned BERT model. 815

B Linguistic Analysis 816

Here we present an overview of the most salient 817

linguistic features of our corpus. Figure B1 818

demonstrates feature importance as captured by 819

our logistic regression model. Table B1 presents 820

common unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams from 821

/r/SuicideWatch. Table B2 presents the proportion 822

of posts in which common suicidal words appear 823

for each subreddit in Robin. 824

C Extended Annotation Results 825

Here we provide some of the instances where our 826

annotators, online U.S. based Amazon Mechanical 827

Turk workers, disagreed with our dataset’s labeling. 828

Table C1 provides all posts labeled as non-suicidal 829

that our annotators voted as suicidal (13 in total). 830

Table C2 provides a random sampling of 13 posts 831

which are labeled as suicidal, but were classified as 832

non-suicidal by our annotators; there were 102 in 833

total. Finally, Figure C1 provides a t-SNE analysis 834

of these annotated posts with labeling indicating 835

false negatives, false positives, true negatives, and 836

true positives. 837
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Subreddit BERT Logistic Regression
books 0.23 0.21
casualconversation 1.06 1.57
jokes 0.31 1.01
mensrights 0.76 0.7
politicaldiscussion 0.04 0.19
relationships 0.47 0.8
self 7.32 8.02
showerthoughts 0.37 2.11
suicidebereavement 30.11 38.73
suicidewatch 91.83 81.56
teenagers 2.55 3.08
television 0.08 0.27
tifu 0.18 0.52
truegaming 0.08 0.19

Table A1: Percentage of each subreddit’s posts classified as suicidal by BERT and logistic regression models
trained on Robin.
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Figure B1: Salient features extracted from the Robin dataset by the logistic regression model via mean model
coefficient.
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Unigrams Unigram
Freq.

Bigrams Bigram
Freq.

Trigrams Trigram
Freq.

i’m 457,106 feel like 69,055 feel like i’m 9,721
don’t 279,530 don’t know 62,830 don’t know do. 6,657
like 223,022 don’t want 55,817 don’t even know 5,600
want 220,120 i’m going 24,330 don’t know i’m 4,459
feel 183,303 don’t think 15,603 can’t. can’t. can’t. 4,013
i’ve 176,808 like i’m 15,461 don’t want live 3,664
know 175,985 i’m tired 14,471 don’t feel like 3,537
get 148,875 don’t even 13,608 don’t know anymore. 2,820
can’t 136,440 know i’m 12,110 i’m going kill 2,424
even 133,684 kill myself. 11,924 don’t want hurt 2,259
life 129,899 even though 10,878 don’t really know 2,207
it’s 128,755 want die 10,788 want kill myself. 2,176
would 123,168 i’ve never 10,616 don’t know else 2,135
one 113,419 feels like 10,411 don’t want go 2,094
really 112,099 every day 9,809 don’t see point 2,036
me. 109,110 i’ve tried 9,535 need someone talk 1,990
people 107,520 can’t even 9,504 feel like i’ve 1,976
going 101,099 i’m sure 9,108 can’t take anymore. 1,765
never 99,482 think i’m 9,060 don’t know much 1,684
think 98,382 want kill 8,901 really don’t want 1,669
time 90,365 don’t feel 8,749 know i’m going 1,619
go 87,349 right now. 8,632 can’t stop thinking 1,531
it. 81,752 want die. 8,535 really don’t know 1,523
much 75,252 don’t really 8,453 i’m pretty sure 1,519
could 64,709 i’m scared 8,349 feel like it’s 1,469
make 64,107 don’t see 8,304 don’t want die 1,434
things 63,368 know do. 7,974 makes feel like 1,418
years 62,404 felt like 7,797 think i’m going 1,413
kill 61,859 i’m still 7,741 don’t want anymore. 1,356
help 61,212 suicidal thoughts 7,688 don’t want feel 1,355
got 60,446 high school 7,540 feel like can’t 1,345
fucking 60,391 even know 7,497 me. don’t know 1,339
still 59,191 dont know 7,474 feel like don’t 1,312
always 59,042 every time 7,389 don’t even want 1,290
see 58,807 wish could 7,326 don’t think i’m 1,290
friends 58,486 me. i’m 7,323 even know i’m 1,274
every 58,273 it’s like 7,254 feel like life 1,236
someone 56,032 i’m sorry 7,202 don’t want kill 1,229
end 54,257 first time 6,973 every single day 1,229
good 53,136 i’m really 6,883 don’t think i’ll 1,210

Table B1: 40 Most common unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams and the number of times they occurred in posts from
/r/SuicideWatch in our dataset, presented in descending order.
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Subreddit Sad Depressed Hopeless Suicide Suicidal life die
politicaldiscussion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.01
tifu 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.01
casualconversation 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.01
truegaming 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.02
teenagers 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.04 0.01
self 0.02 0.0 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.02 0.02
suicidewatch 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.17 0.11 0.34 0.13
relationships 0.06 0.04 0.0 0.01 0.01 0.25 0.01
mensrights 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.08 0.01
jokes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0
suicidebereavement 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.3 0.06 0.33 0.04
showerthoughts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
television 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.01
books 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.01

Table B2: Suicidal word frequencies for each subreddit (percentage of posts that include these words)

Text Subreddit Positive
Votes

Negative
Votes

Last time my mom left town I ran out of food and had
to put my cat up for adoption; she’s leaving ag

self 3 2

I’ve come to the realization that I’m actually kind of
an ugly dude.. but I think it’s finally inspi

casualconversation 3 2

Can’t seem to get past commitment issues after
breakup with [26F] of 4years, and it’s affectin

relationships 3 2

my story.. I used to work for this guy who bullied me
constantly, he owned the house I live in and w

mensrights 3 2

SOS-"No, I Will Not Take the Men’s Rights Move-
ment Seriously" **This is an article from Jezebel writ

mensrights 3 2

I think I might be sad. I don’t notice it during the day.
Wake up late. Eat. Do something...product

self 3 2

My life’s a mess. Yesterday I felt great, today the
complete opposite. Its like I was suddenly remind

self 4 1

I have nobody to hang out with anymore now that my
friends are at college, and meeting people has be

self 3 2

Being gay and trapped in poverty seems like the worst
combination. I’m 26 years old, I live in a sma

self 3 2

I still exist and I wish I didn’t. I don’t want to die. But
I’ve given up on living. I don’t know wh

self 4 1

Forgive me Reddit. But I am hospitalized and need to
vent. I miss her. She can’t come back... Becaus

self 3 2

Fuck you, inconsiderate self-obsessed dick-swishers.
And fuck my job. My life is not a cakewalk. I d

self 3 2

spending 150$ on quaaludes and sleeping through the
whole experience. [deleted]

tifu 4 1

Table C1: All posts labeled as non-suicidal that were classified as suicidal by annotators. Note that each post
has been truncated to its first 100 characters and has had newline characters removed for visualization purposes.
Additionally, note that most votes were 3-2 splits.
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Text Subreddit Positive
Votes

Negative
Votes

How do you get rid of scars? No, I’ve still not stopped
suffering, but I hate cutting myself, not be

suicidewatch 2 3

I’m (thankfully) taking off I joined this server about a
week ago at a very, very low point. You can

suicidewatch 1 4

Can you describe your feeling before you off your-
self?

suicidewatch 2 3

My buddy is contemplating suicide My good friend
had a recent break up with his girlfriend. He has d

suicidewatch 2 3

Diginatas I realize that my life is as about as good as
it gets. Only wealthy elite people matter.

suicidewatch 0 5

why not? have spent the past 4 years of my life trying
to turn things around. Just when I thought th

suicidewatch 2 3

I’m so stupid for falling for her... I knew it the mo-
ment I first saw her; I quietly acknowledged he

suicidewatch 2 3

I do not have a specific title Its almost like the realiza-
tion that the space between and the things

suicidewatch 2 3

Received my Disabled ID card today. I don’t want to
live a disabled person’s life. I don’t want to k

suicidewatch 1 4

Can somebody say hi to a very lonely person.. I lack
everything.. I miss human interaction so much..

suicidewatch 2 3

Ashamed about telling my friends about my problems
and shortcomings. Kept everything bottled up. Whe

suicidewatch 1 4

Please help my friend I dont know what to do Please
help https://imgur.com/gallery/njSIe My friend

suicidewatch 0 5

Done with everything. Just done with everything. suicidewatch 2 3
Stop recommending me therapy! I need to be LOVED.
I don’t need to pay money to a stranger who likely

suicidewatch 0 5

I am afraid of women. [NSFW] I’m really sorry for
this long post but I need to get something off my

suicidewatch 0 5

Table C2: A random sampling of posts labeled as suicidal that were classified as non-suicidal by annotators. Note
that each post has been truncated to its first 100 characters and has had newline characters removed for visualization
purposes. Due to the number of false negatives, we randomly selected 13 examples for presentation purposes.
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t-SNE Projec�on of 1,000 Annotated Posts

False Posi�ve
False Nega�ve

True Nega�ve
True Posi�ve

Figure C1: This figure demonstrates that the semantic content of True Negatives and True Positives have some
clustering, but the overall distance between various types of posts is not consistent, indicating the difficulty of the
task.
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